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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for the opportunity to re-review this paper. The authors have successfully addressed issues raised in the prior review. In particular, I was happy to see the percentage of missing data addressed (5 or 6 percent is acceptable) and clarity on how missing data was handled. Imputing normal values is probably the safest course, despite the danger of regression to the mean. With a 5% missing data rate, this should not affect the findings.

I am attaching a .pdf of the Clinical Intensive Care paper, but there is no need to cite it in the article. Unfortunately, that journal ceased publication a few years ago and it is difficult to find electronic copies online.

Minor point; page 4, Methods>Patients: was "thromboembolectomy" or "thromboendarterectomy" intended (versus thrombendarterectomy)

I think the paper is much improved with minor editing, the inclusion of the histogram for ICU length of stay, and the addition of primary source references in place of a single review citation. Thank you.
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